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First things first meaning example

(Definition of first things first from Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary &amp; Thesaurus © Cambridge University Press) I've gotten into the debate about which the use of apostrophe with the phrase first thing (a)s first is correct. My thinking is that one could take the first thing and give it priority, so the first thing is
the first thing, and this thing is a contraction thing and is. Her thinking is that there may be several things that need to be done first, so the phrase should be the first things first. What is the correct idiom? The first thing, first, is a phrase that is often used in English. First, we will examine the meaning of the first thing in the
phrase, the correct spelling, and some examples of its use in sentences. The first thing first is the phrase, which means that you should prioritize which items are most important, and deal with them before other, less important items. It is precisely which items can be considered the most important in any particular
situation that can be interpreted. Usually, people use the term first things first when the most important need is obvious. The phrase first things were first used as the title of the best-selling book by Stephen Covey, a time management expert who built an empire teaching business people and others how to organize their
lives. His first book had 7 habits of very effective people. Note that first there is no apostrophe expression in the first cases. Many mistakenly spell the word things with apostrophe as thing's. However, the word is neither a contraction nor a noun of belonging. The word things, in this case, are simply a plural noun, and do
not require an apostrophe. Examples of first things first, it is always best to have the damage looked at by your health care professional immediately. (Shawnee News-Star) First things first in Fiji, they pronounce C Laucala as TH, so when you arrive at Nadi International Airport on the main island of Viti Levu, the person
whisking you in front of a customs line named Lauthala leads you to the right place. (Daily North Shore) First things first: you've got to improve your ability to squat body weight properly, Okerson says. (Men's Health Magazine) Also found: Acronyms, Wikipedia. Said when one thing is a priority over the other. I know we
have a lot to discuss, but first things first, has anyone heard back from the printer? Farlex dictionary idioms. © 2015 Farlex, Inc. all rights reserved. Prov. Do things in the right order; Do not miss the things you need to do first. Jill: Do we have to go to the museum first, or should we shop? Jane: I'm hungry. Let's eat lunch
before we discuss it. First things first. First things first: read the instructions carefully before trying to collect the bookshelf. McGraw-Hill Dictionary for American Idioms and Phrasal Verbs. © 2002 By McGraw-Hill Companies, the most important task becomes a priority as I was keen to see that movie, but the first things
first things the first paper has to pay tomorrow. This adage was first recorded in 1545. American Heritage® Idiom dictionary by Christine Ammer. Copyright © 2003, 1997 by Christine Ammer Trust 1992. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. important questions to before
anything else. First Things First was the title of the book by George Jackson, with subtitles Addresses for Young Men (1894). Farlex partner idims dictionary © Farlex 2017 (often humorous) the most important or necessary responsibilities, questions, etc. We need to make sure that the electricity is turned off before we
start repairing the stove. ♢ we have a lot to discuss, but first of all, let's have a cup of coffee! Farlex partner idimas dictionary © 2017Samatic task must be a priority. The effect of this expression, dating back to the nineteenth century, is that it may also be time to do more than the most important thing. Or, as Shirley
Conran put it (in Superwoman, 1975), first things first, the second things never. Dictionary Cliché by Christine Ammer Copyright © 2013 Christine AmmerSee also: Want to thank TFD for its existence? Tell a friend about us, add a link to this page, or visit the webmaster page to get free fun content. Link to this page: &lt;a
href= things+first&gt;first things first&lt;/a&gt; first things first, first thing, destiny is stunningly beautiful to look at. First things first: I like what you do with Airman Magazine!13, Kyodo - Selected editorial excerpts from the Asia-Pacific press: SINO-JAPAN LINKS: FIRST THINGS FIRST (Straits Times, Singapore) First things
first, but Kings of Leon are big fans of Features, they sound nothing like them. Source Definition of the first case first from Collins English Dictionary New from Collins If a court or authority group impeaches the president or another senior official, it charges them to commit a crime that makes them unfit for office. Sign up
for our newsletter Get the latest news and access exclusive updates and offer Sign me up From filk to derp: discover the latest words added to the Collins Dictionary Why do we need to keep adding new words in English? Can't we just do this with those we already have? These are legitimate questions, but the fact is
that new words enter the language there. To illustrate why this is happening, let's look at the cross-section of words that have been added to the Collins Dictionary this month. Read more New Hope on New Year's Eve is traditionally when we set our gaze firmly ahead in the hope of having to cast a back glance at the
year just ended. That negatively, saw a healthy increase in good neighbourly relations and kindness, as demonstrated by, for example, caremongering. Read more Food thoughts about Christmas I don't know about you, but I'm already salivating at the prospect of Christmas food. The first fits begin in early December
with a nostalgia rush for me after spotting dinky net bags of mixed nuts for sale. Read more Collins English Dictionary Apps Download our English dictionary apps - available for both iOS and Android. Read more Collins dictionaries for schools Our new online dictionaries for schools provide a safe and suitable
environment for children. And best of all it's advertising free, so sign up now and start using it at home or in class. Read more Word Lists We have nearly 200 lists of words from topics as diverse as types of butterflies, jackets, currencies, vegetables and knots! Amaze friends with your youth! Read more join the Collins
community for all the latest whistles, linguistic insights, offers and contests every month. Read more from the Longman dictionary Modern Englishfirst things firstfirst things firstfirSTused to say that something should be done or addressed in the first place, because it is the most important → firstExames of the Corpusfirst
things first • Good people, first things first: does everyone have their safety helmets?• Anyway, do not worry first things first.• He stated that in this situation, this was the case, first things first. The first things must first be translated into Spanishimports, before another case. I suggest we get our priorities right, first things
first''Let's deal with the first things first, and the thing that gets the most attention is the headline eder.' We talk a lot about the book and your extraordinary story, but first we will deal with the first things. Proper education allows young people to put their lives in order, which means knowing which things are more important
than other things; this means putting the first case first. But first things first, you have to have other goals in the first place, just getting there and getting game time is the first step.'' So, first things first, I really liked Star Wars.'' We're going to talk a lot about the book a lot, but first I'll get to the first things, and that's the
main story of the day, Andy, and what are you about the inspectors? I believe this puts the horse before the cart, first practicing the first things and the added value of this approach will explain the return in the short term too. So there is a lot to do, but first things first. But first he knows he's doing better than he's on his
campaign promise and will fix this village path. But first things first, and that means the result of Bray on Friday. first things firstMean is a priority follow the order in which priorities are placed in descending order to deal with things that are more important than other thingsApproach sentences are about but first things first,
let's discuss how the reward for the work will be done. I'm starving, so first things first, let's go for dinner. Have you talked about the problem with your classroom teacher? But first things first, have you come across a guy to do this to you every day? She knows she has to come home for a party. But first things first, she
has to get all her meetings done. This will be a long meeting with how much we need to discuss, but first of all, can anyone print my agenda please? First things first, let's take a walk to talk about your business before we talk about capital investment with the bank. Before starting the assembly process, you should read
the operating instructions, sort it first. The OriginSek phrase has been in use since many centuries now and has recently become more popular with Stephen Covey, the popular self-help writer who wrote the book in the year 1994 at the same title.it better to be safe than sorry ¡30 is still waters run deep
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